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We report the growth of epitaxial molybdenum oxide sMoOx ,2✱x✱2.75❞ films on c plane of
sapphire substrate using pulsed laser deposition in oxygen environment. The structure was
characterized using x-ray diffraction, high resolution transmission electron microscopy and x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy sXPS❞. Electrical resistivity and optical properties were investigated
using four-point-probe resistivity measurements and spectroscopy techniques, respectively. It was
found that the film had a monoclinic structure based on MoO2 phase and showed an unusual
combination of high conductivity and high transmittance in the visible region after annealing. The
unusual combination of these properties was realized by systematically controlling the relative
fraction of different oxidation states of molybdenum, namely Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+ in the
monoclinic phase. For a film 60 nm thick and annealed at 250 °C for 1 h, the ratio of
Mo6+ /sMo4++Mo5+❞ was determined to be �2.9/1 using XPS, and a typical value of transmittance
was �65% and resistivity close to 1✸10−3 ❱ cm. These results demonstrate growth of epitaxial
MoOx films with tunable electrical and optical properties. Further optimization of these properties
is expected to result in applications related to display panels, solar cells, chromogenic
sphotochromic, electrochromic, gasochromic❞ devices, and transparent conducting oxides. Our
ability to grow epitaxial MoOx films can further aid their integration with optoelectronic and
photonic devices. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. ❢DOI: 10.1063/1.1868852❣

I. INTRODUCTION

Molybdenum oxide is a very interesting material and has
found applications in a wide variety of fields such as opti-
cally switchable coatings,1,2 gas sensors,3 catalysis,4 and also
as diffusion barrier.5 Molybdenum oxide exhibits electro-
chromism and photochromism after intercalating with an ap-
propriate cation ssuch as Li+, Na+❞, making it suitable for
their use in display devices, smart windows and storage
batteries.6 It also exhibits gasochromism and shows appre-
ciable CO sensing capability, which makes these oxides a
potential candidate for gas sensor applications.3,7 The display
of such varied properties is related to the existence of several
different allotropes and phases of molybdenum oxides de-
pending on the chemical composition and the formal oxida-
tion state of molybdenum. Some of these compounds are
MoO3 s❛-MoO3 orthorhombic and ❜-MoO3 monoclinic❞,
MoO2 smonoclinic❞, Mo4O11 smonoclinic, orthorhombic❞,
and Mo9O26 striclinic, monoclinic❞, which show some very
interesting electrical and optical properties as a function of
oxygen vacancy concentration and nonstochiometry.6–11 The
proper combination of some of these phases or a proper dis-
tribution of molybdenum ions with different oxidation states
may lead to materials with superior electronic and optical
properties. It is well known that MoO3, sMo as Mo6+❞ is
insulating and transparent,12 whereas MoO2 sMo as Mo4+❞10

is a metallic conductor. Therefore, it has been conjectured
that an appropriate mixture of these phases or these ions can
form a material, which is transparent as well as conducting.
Nonstoichiometric MoOx films are an excellent candidate to
study the effect of composition on the structure and proper-
ties of such films. Recently, there have been some reports

about the growth of MoOx films consisting of mixed phases
and molybdenum oxidation states by various deposition
techniques.3,6,7,11 These compounds have shown interesting
physical properties, however, there have been no observa-
tions reported on a concomitant enhancement of transmit-
tance and electrical conductivity. Previous studies on MoOx

films have also shown an ambiguity associated with the crys-
tal structure of these materials. It has been reported that the
film structure could be a single phase3,13 or a mixture of
several distinct molybdenum oxide phases with known
structures.6

Molybdenum oxide films studied in the present work
have a monoclinic structure where molybdenum exists in
Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+ oxidation states. The most interesting
observation is that the relative concentration of Mo4+, Mo5+,
and Mo6+ in the film can be varied with annealing and x in
MoOx is adjusted accordingly, while still retaining the basic
crystal structure. The molybdenum oxide sMoOx❞ films were
deposited using pulsed laser deposition sPLD❞ in oxygen en-
vironment and characterized to determine the structure and
composition. The physical properties such as optical absorp-
tion and electrical resistivity were measured and the effect of
annealing on the variation of these properties was studied.
Correlations between structure, chemical composition, and
electrical and optical properties of the films were also inves-
tigated. Finally, the potential of these MoOx films for appli-
cations in several chromogenic devices, solar cells, display
panels and as transparent conducting oxide is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

MoOx films were grown on c-plane sapphire single crys-
tal substrates by pulsed laser deposition.14 Molybdenum
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metal s99.9%❞ and molybdenum dioxide sMoO2❞ targets
used for deposition were obtained from H. C. Starck, Inc. A
pulsed KrF excimer laser with a wavelength of 248 nm was
used for ablation. The energy density of the laser beam was
varied from 4 to 7 J /cm2 with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of 6✸10−7 Torr
and the deposition was carried out at 1✸10−3 Torr of oxy-
gen pressure. The deposition was performed in the tempera-
ture range of 500–600 °C for 15 min. Films were deposited
using a compound assembly consisting of Mo metal and
MoO2 target. Films were also annealed at 250 °C for differ-
ent durations of time to investigate the effect of heating on
their optical and electrical properties. X-ray diffraction
sXRD❞ of the films was carried out using Rigaku x-ray dif-
fractometer with Cu K❛ radiation s❧=1.54 A0❞ and a Ni fil-
ter. JEOL-2010 field emission transmission electron micro-
scope sTEM❞ attached to Gatan image filter was used to
perform the structural characterization of the film. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy sXPS❞ was performed using
Riber LAS-3000 instrument with Mg K❛ x-ray source. An
analysis of different oxidation states from the spectrum with
overlapping peaks was performed by deconvolution using
Shirley routine and Casa software. The values corresponding
to C 1s peak were used as reference for the curve fitting
analysis. Optical measurements sabsorption/transmission❞
were made using an Hitachi: U-3010 spectrophotometer
while the electrical resistivity was measured using the four-
point-probe technique.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural characterization

Figure 1 shows the XRD s✉-2✉ scan❞ of the film in the
as-deposited condition which suggests the formation of a
highly oriented film consisting of a single phase. Further
analysis of the structure of the films was carried out using
electron diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy sHRTEM❞ Figure 2 is a low magnification image
of the as-deposited MoOx film on sapphire. From the cross-
section TEM micrograph the thickness of the film was deter-
mined to be 60 nm. The structure was determined using the
diffraction pattern taken in ❢001❣ f and ❢010❣ f direction. Fig-
ures 3sa❞ and 3sb❞ are the selected area electron diffraction
sSAED❞ of the film corresponding to the zones ❢001❣ f and

❢010❣ f, respectively. It can be seen from Figs. 3sa❞ and 3sb❞
that a single-phase film has grown epitaxially on the s0001❞
sapphire substrate. From the diffraction patterns in Fig. 3, the
phase is identified to be MoO2 with a monoclinic structure,
which is consistent with the earlier observations.15–17 The
lattice parameters from the diffraction selectron and XRD❞
patterns, were determined to be, a=5.610±0.01 Å, b

=4.856±0.01 Å, c=5.628±0.01 Å and ❜❁120.6° ±0.1°
which are in good agreement with the values reported
previously.17 Thus, for a monoclinic structure with these lat-
tice parameters, the diffraction observed in ❢001❣ zone si.e.,
a*b* plane❞ is a square pattern since the angle between a*

and b* is 90°, while in ❢010❣ zone si.e. a*c* plane❞, a hex-
agonal pattern is observed as angle between a* and c* is
close to 60°.16 Figure 3sc❞ shows the SAED at the interface
depicting the orientation relationship between the substrate
and the epitaxial film as follows: s200❞ f ✐ s0006❞s sout of

plane❞ and ❢001❣ f ✐ ❢011̄0❣s sin plane❞. The d spacing mea-
sured for s200❞ planes from the electron diffraction also cor-
responds to the XRD peak observed at 2✉=37.2°, thus con-
firming the s200❞ orientation of the film. MoOx films grow
epitaxially on sapphire by domain matching epitaxy where
integral multiples of lattice planes match across the film-
substrate interface.18 In the present case, the misfit between
the planar spacings across the interface is only ✱1.2% and
every one plane of substrate matches with one plane of the

film. Interestingly, along ❢011̄0❣, the mismatch between the
planar spacings of substrate and the film is also ✱1.1%. This
lattice mismatch is accommodated by s1/1❞ matching of
planes si.e., one plane of sapphire with d=2.748 A0, match
with one plane of the film having d=2.78 A0❞. The additional
misfit is accommodated by the principle of domain variation,
whereby the domain repeats with a certain frequency to re-
duce the total misfit close to zero. Figure 4 is a HRTEM
image of the MoOx / sapphire interface in ❢001❣ zone of the
film. The interface is observed to be sharp without any no-
ticeable interfacial reaction, which might have facilitated the
epitaxial growth of the film. The HRTEM image also shows

FIG. 1. XRD pattern of the film � f✁ in as deposited condition.

FIG. 2. Low magnification image the film on sapphire.
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the square arrangement of atomic columns in the film, char-
acteristic of the image of the crystal when viewed along the
c axis.

In the abovementioned monoclinic phase, molybdenum
is present as Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+ along with oxygen va-
cancies, depending on the annealing condition. The presence
of the different molybdenum species sMo4+, Mo5+—metallic
and Mo6+❞ in the MoOx film has been verified by XPS. Fig-
ure 5sa❞ is the XPS survey spectrum acquired from surface of
the as deposited MoOx film, which shows the peaks corre-

sponding to Mo 3d, O 1s and C 1s and does not indicate the
presence of any extra elements. The high-resolution Mo 3d
core level spectrum of the film in as deposited condition is
presented in Fig. 5sb❞. The observed spectrum is characteris-
tic of the complex mixture of Mo 3d5/2,3/2 spin doublets of
molybdenum in its oxidation state of +4, +5, and +6.13,19 A
nonlinear curve fitting program has been used to resolve the
Mo4+ s3d5/2❞ peak observed at 229.7 eV, while Mo6+ s3d5/2❞
peak at 232.6 eV. In addition to the presence of Mo4+ and
Mo6+ states, there also exists a small amount of molybdenum
in the Mo5+ valence state. The 3d5/2 peak corresponding to
the Mo5+ state is observed at 231.1 eV. Figure 5sb❞ also
shows a simulated spectra sconstructed using Shirley fitting
routine❞ for peaks corresponding to 3d5/2,3/2 spin doublets of
Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+ states. The observed peak positions
are in accordance with the values reported in the
literature.2,13,19 The relative concentration of each species s

Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+❞ was determined by calculating the
area under the resolved peaks. It was found that the ratio of
sMo4++Mo5+❞ and Mo6+ was ✱2.1:1, in the as deposited
condition.

B. Effect of annealing

1. Effect on structure and composition

Figure 6sa❞ shows XRD of the films annealed for differ-
ent durations of time and it can be seen from the XRD pat-
terns that the structure does not change even after annealing
the films for 8 h. This has also been verified from the elec-
tron diffraction of the film annealed at 250 °C for 1 h as
shown in Fig. 6sb❞. Annealing, however, changes the oxygen
stoichiometry considerably. The high-resolution Mo 3d core
level spectrum of the film annealed at 250 °C for 1 h is
presented in Fig. 7 and the ratio of sMo4++Mo5+❞ and Mo6+

was determined to be ✱1:2.9. The increase in the Mo6+ state
after annealing in air can be explained by the oxidation of the
film. During annealing, these vacant sites are filled with oxy-
gen atoms, changing the oxidation state of molybdenum to
Mo6+, while still retaining the original crystal structure.20

FIG. 3. �a✁ SAED of the film in ❢001❣ zone, �b✁ SAED of the film in ❢010❣
zone. �c✁ SAED of the interface.

FIG. 4. HRTEM of the interface.
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Earlier reports on oxidation of MoO2 or reduction of MoO3

films suggest the formation of intermediate phases, e.g.,
Mo4O11, Mo8O23, Mo9O26, and Mo18O52.

21,22 However, no
such phase was detected by XRD or TEM during annealing
of these films. Thus it appears that the oxidation primarily
involves the movement of oxygen atoms and only limited
movement of Mo. This is reasonable because the change of
structure will require higher activation energy for Mo atoms
as compared to oxygen. The oxygen atoms can diffuse by
interstitial diffusion mechanism at low annealing temperature
s�250 °C❞. The diffusion can also be retarded due to lack of
the defects in epitaxial films, which could further restrict the
motion of Mo atoms. However, the stability of the structure
also limits the extent of the oxidation of the films and, thus,
the corresponding change in properties. Under equilibrium
conditions of oxidation, Mo4O11 phase will form if oxygen
concentration exceeds 73.33%. However, since formation of
Mo4O11 was not observed, it can be assumed that 73.33% of
oxygen is an approximate limit during oxidation and the
films cannot be oxidized further without changing the struc-
ture. Annealing also affects the optical and electrical proper-
ties of the films, as described in the section below.

2. Effect on optical and electrical properties

Figure 8 compares the results of absorption and transmit-
tance measurements performed on 60-nm-thick films, depos-
ited at 550 °C and annealed at 250 °C for different intervals
of time. The transmittance of the film in the visible wave-
length region strongly depends on the annealing conditions
and it increases as the annealing time increases. The maxi-
mum absorption occurs in the wavelength range of
350–450 nm which is in agreement with the observations
reported in previous studies.9,12 The absorption edge moves
toward lower wavelength, which suggests the slight increase
in the band gap of the material. However, since the absorp-
tion edge is broad, exact determination of the band gap from
the absorption spectrum was difficult. Nevertheless, it is evi-
dent from these spectra that the transmittance of the film can
be increased appreciably by annealing the films in air. An-
other observation is the decrease in the electrical conductiv-
ity of the films with annealing time. Table I summarizes the
annealing conditions, %T, the corresponding resistivity, and
the ratio of sMo4++Mo5+❞ /Mo6+ in these films.

The as deposited molybdenum oxide films are substo-
ichiometric and contain a large number of vacancies, and
lower oxidation states of molybdenum such as Mo4+ and
Mo5+ which lead to increased absorption and electrical con-

FIG. 5. ✁a✂ Survey XPS spectrum from the surface of the film in the as
deposited condition. ✁b✂ High-resolution spectrum of the as deposited film.

FIG. 6. ✁a✂ XRD pattern of the film in as deposited condition and after
annealing. ✁b✂ SAED of the film annealed at 250 °C for 1 h in ❢001❣ zone.
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ductivity. Thus, the conductivity can be ascribed to the pres-
ence of lower valence states of Mo and oxygen vacancies. It
has also been suggested that in molybdenum oxide, the va-
lence band is occupied by the O 2p states, while the conduc-
tion band has contribution from Mo 4d states.13 However,
the nature of 4d states si.e., the bonding and electron sharing❞
is different when molybdenum is in Mo4+ and Mo6+ valence
state. This could further lead to changes in electronic band
structure of the material and influence the physical properties
of the films.

The observed increase in the transmittance and resistiv-
ity during annealing can be explained by the occupancy of
vacant sites by oxygen and the change in fraction of Mo
oxidation states during annealing. In the case of annealed
films electrical conduction can occur by the hopping-electron
mechanism between different oxidation states se− moving
from Mo4+✦Mo5+✦Mo6+❞.12 The oxidation of MoOx film
converts Mo4+ to Mo6+ and also reduces the oxygen vacancy
concentration, thus increasing the transmittance and resistiv-
ity of the film. This is in good agreement with XPS results,
which confirm the increase of Mo6+ states after annealing
❢Figs. 5sb❞ and 7❣. However, as described in the previous

section, the oxidation of the films is limited and so is the
increase in the Mo6+ fraction and consequent change in its
properties. It can be seen from the transmittance data sFig. 8❞
that the %T does not increase significantly beyond ✱70%.
Though, %T increases with annealing time for films an-
nealed up to 1.5 h, no notable change is observed in trans-
mittance of the films annealed for more than 1.5 h, even in
films annealed up to 8 h. This is in agreement with the sup-
position that the oxidation of the films is limited and, there-
fore, the transmittance cannot be increased beyond a certain
value without changing the structure. Thus, any further in-
crease in transmittance would require higher annealing tem-
perature enabling further oxidation of the films and possibly
alteration of structure.

From the study it was found that the film annealed at
250 °C for 1 h showed the transmittance of ✱65% and the
room temperature resistivity equal to 1✸10−3 ❱ cm and the
corresponding ratio of sMo4++Mo5+❞ :Mo6+ was found to be
✱1/2.9 s25.6%, 74.4%❞. Figure 9 is the plot of resistivity as
a function of temperature for the same film, and the value of
resistivity measured is much lower than that reported for
amorphous substoichiometric molybdenum oxide, which is
almost insulating.12 It can also be observed that the film
shows metallic behavior with a temperature coefficient of
resistivity ✱0.0129✸10−4 ❱ /K. These results show a possi-

FIG. 7. High-resolution spectrum of the film annealed at 250 °C for 1 h.

FIG. 8. Optical transmittance of the MoOx films. �a✁ As deposited, �b✁ an-
nealed −250 °C, 1 h, �c✁ annealed −250 °C, 1.5 h, �d✁ annealed −250 °C,
8 h.

TABLE I. Summary of annealing conditions and optical and electrical properties and the corresponding fraction of different molybdenum oxidation states
oxidation states in the MoOx films.

Sample

Annealing conditions

%T
�±5%✁

RT resistivity
�✂ cm✁ ✄%Mo4+ ✄%Mo5+ ✄%Mo6+

�Mo4++Mo5+✁
:Mo6+Temperature

Holding
time

As-
deposited

➥ ➥ 47.7 7.2☎10−5 60.00 8.31 31.71 2.1:1

Annealed
1

250 °C 1 h 65.1 1.0☎10−3 17.09 8.40 74.50 1:2.9

Annealed
2

250 °C 1.5 h 71.5 1.5☎10−2 ➥ ➥ ➥ ➥
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bility of using these films as transparent conducting oxide
sTCO❞. However, the values reported here for %T and resis-
tivity are certainly not close to those of commercially avail-
able indium tin oxide sITO❞ s%T✳80,r✱10−4 ❱ cm❞ which
is currently used for TCO applications. Nevertheless, MoOx

films should exhibit superior diffusion characteristics5 com-
pared to ITO, and optimization of processing conditions
should further enhance the properties of the films. This will
probably be another application for the epitaxial MoOx films
in addition to its known applications, such as its use in Li
batteries and in several other chromogenic devices. In addi-
tion, the ability to grow epitaxial MoOx films on sapphire can
also aid their integration with optoelectronic and photonic
devices. This work shows that the properties of the MoOx

films can be easily altered by annealing in air and also opti-
mized to achieve desired value of transmittance and electri-
cal conductivity depending upon the applications. However,
since oxidation is a diffusion-based process and proceeds
from surface to interior, it is cautioned here that the effec-
tiveness of annealing in altering the film properties can be
strongly affected by its thickness. Although, at this stage the
effect of thickness on the physical properties of these films
has not been studied, it should be interesting to investigate
this in future.

IV. SUMMARY

Single crystal MoOx films were grown epitaxially on c

plane of sapphire substrate, via domain matching epitaxy us-
ing PLD in oxygen environment. The thickness of the films
was found to be in the range of 60 nm. The structural char-
acterization revealed that films had s100❞ orientation and a
monoclinic structure, where molybdenum exists in different
oxidation states si.e., Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+❞. The film prop-
erties such as optical absorption and resistivity were system-
atically studied and it was found that by annealing in air,
these properties could be easily altered without changing the
structure. It was established that the properties were depen-
dent on the concentration of oxygen vacancies, and relative
concentrations of Mo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+ states in the film,
which are changed during annealing. The films annealed at

250 °C for 1 h showed an unusual combination of high
transmittance of ✱65% and electrical resistivity in the range
1✸10−3 ❱ cm and the relative concentration of Mo4+, Mo5+

and Mo6+ states was determined to be ✱17.2%, ✱8.4%, and
✱74.4%, respectively. The presence of the different valence
states of molybdenum sMo4+, Mo5+, and Mo6+❞ in MoOx

films was verified by XPS. Thus, we have shown that the
presence of mixed Mo valence states in the MoOx films can
give rise to interesting optical and electrical properties which
can be further controlled by the annealing conditions.

These results suggest the possibility of growing the epi-
taxial MoOx films with easily tunable electrical and optical
properties. The change of properties, however, does not alter
the structure and could be an attractive feature for the appli-
cation of MoOx films in solid-state devices. Further work is
needed to investigate the processing conditions to optimize
the optical and electrical properties of the MoOx films for
their use in chromogenic sphotochromic, electrochromic,
gasochromic❞ devices, and also as TCOs. Related topics of
interest will be to understand the electronic band structure of
these MoOx films and also probe into the oxidation process
in detail.
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